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THE RIVER READER, 11th Edition (formerly THE RIVERSIDE READER), is a collection of
expository essays arranged by rhetorical modes: narration and description, process analysis,
comparison and contrast, division and classification, definition, cause and effect, and
persuasion and argument. A final thematic unit illustrates all of these modes. The readings
represent diverse voices and views from some of the most respected professional essayists
working in the English language, along with short stories. Essays in this edition serve as
structural models for students to emulate in their writing and as sources of content for classroom
discussion and paper topics. Headnotes and post-reading material analyze each reading in
context, helping students better understand the craft of writing and apply what they learn to their
own work.

"An eclectic selection of essays with succinct and useful discussion and writing aids.""A very
effective, rhetorically sensitive volume of readings and classroom writing exercises for first year
students of college composition."About the AuthorJoseph F. Trimmer is professor of English and
director of The Virginia B. Ball Center for Creative Inquiry at Ball State University. He is the
author of numerous articles on literature, culture, and literacy, including THE NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FOR FICTION: THE FIRST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS (1978), UNDERSTANDING
OTHERS: CULTURAL AND CROSS-CULTURAL STUDIES AND THE TEACHING OF
LITERATURE (1992), and NARRATION AS KNOWLEDGE: TALES OF THE TEACHING LIFE
(1997). Professor Trimmer has also worked on 20 documentary films for PBS, including the six-
part series, "Middletown" (1982). His textbooks include WRITING WITH A PURPOSE, 14th
Edition (2004), THE RIVER READER, 12th Edition (formerly the RIVERSIDE READER (2016),
and eFICTIONS (2002). Trimmer's A GUIDE TO MLA DOCUMENTATION, 9th Edition is a
perennial bestseller; he has also published A GUIDE TO APA DOCUMENTATION.
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RoboFox, “While I would not pick this up myself I did enjoy it's format and collection of short
stories/articles. I had to get this for a class. While I would not pick this up myself I did enjoy it's
format and collection of short stories/articles. It was a good textbook and I enjoyed the readings
that were assigned from it.”

Mazzz, “Its good. With that price, accrptable.”

Mohib, “It’s a great read!. Needed this for a class, this book was delivered on time as well.”

Vh1, “The river reader. Well of course it is a book, but was received in excellent condition. It took
about three weeks to come I started to get nervous but it arrived I was impressed!”

Derian, “A+. Good book”

The book by Daniel L. Schwartz has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 35 people have provided feedback.
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